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NSHS Newly Elected Student Council for 2017

Back:

Shawn Samson, David Hallam, Brad O’Neill, Chris Kain, Paddy Armstrong-Hetzel,

Second Back:

Sophie Potts, Georgia Earnshaw, Ionie Hall, Jasmine McDonald, Abbey Wilson,

Second:

Samuel Licence, Michael Gentle, Marshall Bowey, Chloe Hansen, Kate Dyson,
Anri Van Niekerk, Emily Jones,
Michaela Pratt, Ryan Blechynden, Benjamin Woodruff, Liam Smith, Rohan Annear,
Ava Rawlings, Janka Reynders,
Travis Cochrane, Isabelle Kilpatrick

Front:
Absent :

N

arrogin Senior High School runs quite a unique Student Council Election. The Australian Electoral
Commission is engaged to officiate the running of the election. Nominees names are forwarded to the
AEC, where a draw is done and names are placed on the ballot papers.
On Election Day the Australian Electoral Commission officials attend our election, bringing with them voting
booths, ballot boxes, AEC banners and complimentary items for voters. Prefects officiate as electoral officers
and each student‟s name is checked off as they present to vote.
Once voting is complete officials from the Electoral Commission take the locked boxes back to Perth and using
a Preferential Voting System carry out the count.
Narrogin Senior High School would like to thank the Australian Electoral Commission officials for their
commitment to our election, it gives students a real insight into how State and Federal elections are
conducted.
Mrs S Castle
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Principal

E

Ms Sandii Stankovic

nd of Term 3 has arrived and I am in awe of how much has been achieved by our students at this
school.

Achievement
Our Top Student assembly recently illustrated the success achieved by Year 7-10s for this term. 8As illustrated the high
calibre of many students who achieved 8As (7-10) in one semester report. The Year 11s and 12s above 70% of As from
grades awarded also received an 8A badge. The full list of winners of all awards is included in this newsletter.
Our Year 10 cohort have stepped up throughout Term 3 in preparation for Year 11 and 12. Subject choices have been
submitted. Teachers have been preparing the students for the year ahead, increasing the rigours to the expectations of
years to come. Our Year 11 have also impressed me with their manner of approach towards 2017. Most have met with
me to discuss options for 2017 with solutions to their challenges. I have high hopes for the cohort for 2017.
Open Day
Our Open Day coordinated by Jo Woodruff was an outstanding success. Many came along to see examples of high school
experiences. There are many people proud of this school and it was demonstrated throughout the day. The feedback has
been positive and we look forward to continuing this in 2018.
NAEP
We also held the Narrogin Academic Extension Program testing on Open Day. There are 40 applicants for the 2017 NAEP
program which is proof that the program is continuing to grow and that our high school is attracting students that aspire
from a young age. We look forward to continuing to expand on this program. Our goal is to assist these students in
succeeding in ATAR, achieving their best results when they reach Years 11 & 12 and to better prepare them for their own
chosen endeavours.
Communication
We have quite a number of events taking place throughout the remainder of the year and it is envisaged that the whole
school community take advantage of attending these.
Our attempt to communicate with the whole community is done through letters, texting, newsletters, website, Connect,
our marketing board outside the school and the most obvious, dialogue. As you can imagine informing students or
providing students with the information does not always make it to guardians and the wider community. A number of
parents have embraced Connect and we continue to develop this to extend to all classes for 2017. Our facebook page
https://www.facebook.com/Narrogin-Senior-High-School also allows for expedient communication and we do try and not
to overload the information on this page. We post items we believe our community want to know. Please access this
page and register for Connect to help us with our endeavours to keep you up to date. We also have events such as the
Canberra Trip (October USA Trip (October 2017), Musical Events, Senior School drama performances, assemblies and
workshops that we would like to keep all informed.
Our staff have been diligent in ensuring our community has access to resources. We have workshops for students and
staff and we extend these to parents. Early this year we had Andrew Fuller and next term we have Ian Lillico. Ian
provides professional development for teachers, parents, students and organisations throughout Australia and
internationally. He is regarded as the guru for helping us to understand how to support boys better learning outcomes.
This is one of many workshops we will be facilitating. Recently we had Elevate discuss with students, teachers and
parents on how to increase the effectiveness of studying.
It is important for our community to work together in the challenges that our teens face. I strongly suggest that you
attend the relevant workshops to support our students in succeeding.
Year 12
As we approach the final 10 school days for our Year 12 students I would like to take the opportunity to thank our staff
for the outstanding work they do each and every day. The dedication to their students and their subjects is of the highest
standard, not to mention the additional time they spend providing tutoring during the day, at breaks, before and after
school. With such a short period remaining for our Year 12 students it is imperative that they make the most of every
opportunity whether it be in class, accessing the extra help or the upcoming ATAR Revision Seminars. I do wish each and
every student all the best in their future endeavours and look forward to hearing of their success as they go through the
journey through life.
I encourage all students to use the Term Three break as an opportunity for to catch up. Our Year 11s will also benefit in
using the final break to prepare for completing the academic year.
Wishing you all a happy and safe holidays.
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Mr Andrew Symington

Lower School Deputy

W

hat an end to Term 3! As we head into holidays it is very important for all our
students to remain focused for the short time remaining at school, whether it be
only a few weeks (our 12s), or the long haul, for everyone else.
Success in what you do is imperative and I just wish to continue my small theme a little longer. At
the last merit assembly, I talked about commitment and its importance in the overall scheme of
things. There are other words which are vitally important, words such as „Determination‟,
„Diligence‟, „Persistency‟ and „Focus‟. Without these characteristics your personal success will be
limited. But I would like to leave you some other fragments to ponder and think on as you head
into holidays.
Firstly, How You Think Is Everything. Always be positive and be aware of a negative
environment. Your belief that you can accomplish your goals has to be unwavering. The moment
you say, „I can‟t‟ or „I‟m not good enough‟, you limit your potential and you won‟t. Positive things
happen to positive people. Secondly, Take Action. Your beginning steps may be small ones, but
when you look back over your journey, those steps will have stretched into a long trail of which you
can be proud. Thirdly, Be Persistent and Work Hard. Success can be likened to a marathon, not
a 50m sprint. I look back personally on what I have achieved in learning the violin, and I wouldn‟t
be where I am today if I hadn‟t been persistent, stuck at it and worked very hard. Fourthly, Don’t
Be Afraid To Be Different. If something doesn‟t seem to be working, look at it a different way,
try a different tack, think outside the box – be innovative. Lastly, Be Honest and Dependable.
Individual sincerity and integrity are paramount to your success. People see you for who you really
are. Take responsibility for all your actions, and be reliable or else the preceding points won‟t mean
a single thing. Henry Ford once said, „before everything else, getting ready is the secret of
success‟. Without a plan, without a goal, without informed direction, without preparation, you won‟t
be able to have success, your focus will waiver and you will drift and lose interest. Finally,
whatever you set your heart to achieve, it must be part of your daily routine – „the secret of your
success is hidden in your daily habits‟.
So I hope everyone has a very safe holiday and comes back refreshed for the final term of 2016.
For our Year 12 students sitting their WACE, study hard and best of luck. For Year 11 students,
your end is in sight as well. Study hard, revise and remember and best of luck in your upcoming
exams next term. For Year 10 students, Upper school is nearly here, so study hard and focus on
making the last term count towards setting you up for success in your senior schooling. For all the
Year 7-9 students, study hard and keep working diligently for the last term.

P&C Open Day Raffle Winners
1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th -

Wendy McLaren
Sue Spark
Jo Cook
Jane McGrath
Nick Samson
Ms Coffey
Carol Potts
Lesley Young
Mrs E Van Wyk

The P & C and the Narrogin SHS would like
to thank the following donors and
sponsors for their support of the Open Day
Ballards
Gift Hampers to Go
Guardian Pharmacy
NAB Agribusiness
Toyworld
Country Fresh Meats

Amcal Pharmacy
Byfields
Thing-A-Me-Bobs
Narrogin Newsagency
Narrogin Observer
Spring Festival Committee

CHAPLAIN DONATION
We have received a very generous donation of $1,000.00 for chaplaincy services at Narrogin Senior High School
from Church of Christ – Dorcas Clothing.
This donation will enable the chaplains to plan the programs and resources that will provide ongoing, quality
support to the student community of Narrogin Senior High School.
On behalf of all the community at Narrogin Senior High School, we thank Ms Smoker and Church of Christ –
Dorcas Clothing, for this wonderful gift.
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Congratulations
Students who achieved a minimum of 8 As in
Semester 1, 2016:
Emily Jones
Benjamin Woodruff
Lucy Palumbo
Charlotte Tinley
Breeana Eyre
Felicity Heazlewood
Georgina Jensen
Imogen Morgan
Ryan Blechynden
Kate Dyson
Danielle Brechin
Kara Smith
Anri Van Niekerk

7
7
8
8
8
8
8
8
9
9
9
9
10

Milla Curtis
Brooklyn Drayton
Jordyn Morton
Toby Nicholas
Kirra Simmons
Meagan Adrain
Rhiannon Crane
Cameron Gooding
Chloe Blight
Gemma Hare
Brittany Keillor
Tuleah Bolton

10
10
10
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
12

Students who received a Top Student Award:
ENGLISH
Emily Jones
Owen Burke
Kara Smith
Scarlett Gee

HUMANITIES, SOCIAL SCIENCES & LANGUAGES
7
8
9
10

MATHEMATICS
Benjamin Woodruff
Lucy Palumbo
Ryan Brechin
Anri Van Niekerk

7
8
9
10

TECHNOLOGIES
Mackenzie Palmer
Eliza Coppock – Equal Top Student
Jed Vukomanovic – Equal Top Student
Lucy Palumbo
Xavier Windsor
Angus Perkins
Michaela Pratt
Calib Cordell
Justin Nguyen
Chloe Hanson – Equal Top Student
Kate Dyson – Equal Top Student
Madison Boothey – Equal Top Student
Shakira Buck – Equal Top Student
Yani Garnier
Nathan Spooner
Johanna Reynders
Jasmine Cant
Chelsea Corner
Jessica Shepherd
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7
7
7
8
8
8
8
9
9
9
9
9
9
10
10
10
10
10
10

Daniel Jacob
Kim Chi Nguyen

9
10

HEALTH & PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Zoé Enright
Benjamin Woodruff
Liam Blechynden
Faith Pollard-Chambers
Ava Rawlings
Quinlan Paice
Luke Kirk
Malachi Bolton
Lucy Palumbo
David Phillips
Kate Dyson
Kate Rasmussen
Erikah Cowcher
Liam Sweeney
Anri Van Niekerk
Bethany Robinson
Milla Curtis – Equal Top Student
Georgia Dawes – Equal Top Student

7
7
7
7
7
8
8
8
8
9
9
9
9
10
10
10
10
10

THE ARTS
Mackenzie Palmer
Kelsey Blyth – Equal Top Student
Emily Jones – Equal Top Student
Ava Rawlings
Imogen Morgan
Xavier Windsor
Bridget Chenjerai
Ryan Blechynden
Chelsea Corner
Cailey Harnett
Jordyn Morton
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7
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9
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NSHS P & C Open Day and Market Fair Attracts Large Crowd

Stalls getting ready for the
crowds.

S
NSHS Band entertaining the
audience

Coffee tent manned by
Student Council staff helpers

aturday the 10th of September saw Narrrogin SHS once again open their
doors to the public. The Bi Annual P & C Open Day and Market Fair
was a great success with hundreds coming through the gates to survey what
the school has to offer. Visitors were pleased to wander around the school
grounds and check out the many Market Stalls and Displays. Radio West was
engaged to broadcast from the school grounds interviewing several staff and
students throughout the morning. Each Department had a classroom open
with activities on the go. Several English Department Staff dressed up as a
Book Character for the day and the Science Department ran Rocket Launches
and Forensic Dissections throughout the Day. The Band put on three
performances, the highlight being the Teddy Bears‟ Picnic which was very well
attended. The HASSL Department was very busy with some of its Business
students taking on the NAB Challenge to create and run a small business and
make a profit. They had several stalls selling home made products and
jewellery. The Phys Dept ran the Speed Gun Challenge in the Gym and Design
and Technology had a display of students‟ projects. The Art Department had
an Art Show in the Performing Arts Centre and Chef Justine and a band of
Hospitality students served breakfast and Devonshire Teas at the Hill Top
Café. Student Council ran a Corner Coffee Shop and Games Alley to raise
some funds for the Council.
The school guided tours were once again popular and the Year 7 English and
Mathematics Extension Testing was very well supported with some 32
students sitting the tests.
Mrs S Castle

Cold Case Investigations

Maths Display

Justin Nguyen and Daniel Jacob
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Election Day Comes to NSHS
NSHS students once again went to the polls
to elect Prefects and Student Councillors.
Nominees had to firstly gain the support of
their Student Managers (Year Leaders) to
be eligible to nominate, then deliver a short
“Election Speech” to students in their Year
group.
Principal Mr Quartermaine
casting his vote

Carole Kickett, Shannon
Bubb checking off voters

Polling Booths
Mr McDonald and Mrs Johnson casting their vote

Students collecting ballots for voting

Popular voting time
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Mrs Alagusundaram’s Mathematics Class

Students in Mrs Alagusundaram‟s class have been learning about
congruent triangles and angle relationships.
Some of the activities are sorting angles according to the rules of
congruency, solving puzzles and investigating angle relationship.

O

Australian Mathematics Competition Results 2016
n 28 July our school had 119 students participate in the Australian Mathematics Competition.
Congratulations to the following students who received a Distinction or a Credit.
Distinction

Credit

Year 7

JED VUKOMANOVIC
ELIZA COPPOCK
BENJAMIN WOODRUFF
DARCY KNELL

EMILY JONES
CALLUM WATTS
BROOKLYN HOHIPUHA-WALKER
JACOB TINLEY
DARCY ANDREWS

Year 8

BREEANA EYRE
JOSHUA O'BRIEN
BREANNA PAGE
LUCY PALUMBO
FELICITY HEAZLEWOOD
SASKIA FORMAN
MORGAN SPARK

ISELA BIRD
QUINLAN PAICE
LAUREN ERICKSON
CHARLOTTE TINLEY
CHARLES HARVEY
MICHAEL GENTLE
GEORGINA JENSEN
JASMIN ELLIS
MICHAELA PRATT
SAMUEL ALCHIN
PIPER EDWARDS

Year 9

JUSTIN NGUYEN

ROHAN WHITELY-YZERMAN
TYRONE DOUST
KARA SMITH
RYAN BRECHIN
DANIEL RODERICK
DANIELLE BRECHIN
DANIEL JACOB
OLIVER ROSE
RYAN BLECHYNDEN
BRANDEN BLYTH
EAMON PASCOE
JOHANNA REYNDERS
ANRI VAN NIEKERK
MILLA CURTIS

Year 10
RIZKA SYAFARINA
CHRISOPHER KAIN

DANIEL FORWARD
JUNYA OHASHI
LILLY SIMKINS
TORIN BAXTER

CONNOR EARNSHAW
ELYSE WALLACE

HUIWEN LI
CAMERON HATHAWAY

Year 11
Year 12
HIGH SCHOOL HIGHLIGHTS
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Year 8 NAEP English

T

he Year 8 NAEP students have been working on the Cross Curriculum Priority of Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander Histories and Cultures. We have looked at places that are
important to the culture and history of Australia. Students have then written a poem, using
multiple poetic techniques on a place in Australia that is important to them. The students had to
analyse their poem so that they could highlight the theme, tone and poetic techniques within their
poem. These poems were then entered into the 2016 Roland Leach Poetry and we are awaiting
the results. Ethan Mycock stated, “It was peaceful and emotional writing about my farm,” and
Georgina Jenson stated, “It was fun and exciting writing about Kalgoorlie.”

My Universe

All as One

By Georgina Jensen

By Ethan Mycock

It is a dry panoramic place,
It is my picturesque unspoiled space,
With the reliable sunburnt soil
And the auroral scorching sun shining
over,
Joint with the majestic orchids
Blooming to their hearts content,
Framed by the all mighty road trains
Sending fresh produce all-over.

Before the sun has risen
Before the shadows arrive
With the trees whose leaves point upwards
Towards the lightening sky
Before the scorching sun reigns proud
The bush is a whole new world
holding the lush green plants
And the rich brown dirt together

The soft scorching heat
And all the bare feet
Getting burnt by the brown lands,
From the sweeping plains
To the pitiless blue skies
And the ragged mountain ranges,
It is my rainforest to explore,
Even without the rains.

The sounds of the bush are subtle
They are clues to the life of the land
Noises are signals of existence
Weaving their way to a prying ear
The occasional chirp of a willy wag tail
The rhythmic pound of a confident kangaroo
The cry from a brave bold eagle
And the cackle of a colourful kookaburra

Throughout the pleasant droughts,
You wonder whereabouts
All the loving blowies and mozzies hide,
Much the same as most
They just sit back and well-,
They let loose relax
And watched life fly by
Whilst giving a well-earned toast.

In the bush opposites coexist
A spiky bush may have luscious smelling
flowers
On a cool morning the grass is sweet
With the familiar scent of sheep manure
The strangely simpatico aroma of smoke
From a neighbours burning
And the crisp redolence of
Fresh morning air
The bush in all her beauty
Is the most glorious at the crack of dawn
When the spider webs glisten brightly
And the leaves gently sway in the breeze
The sun has no power at this time
The horizon harbours its energy
Without much sun there are no shadows
And the bush seems to blend into one
The splendour of features in collaboration

As the day comes to its magical end
The stars twinkle like you could not comprehend,
The stars are haloed by the dark night
sky,
On the horizon the elegant sun begins to
set,
As her vast lands drift off into a captivating sleep
Her little friends come out to play,
We have been together for a while
But it feels like we just met.
HIGH SCHOOL HIGHLIGHTS
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Humanities And Social Sciences
Year 9 Financial Literacy

Justin Nguyen and
Madison Shotter

Y

ear 9 Financial literacy class, held a stall at the Open day, as part of the NAB $20 Boss
Challenge. This challenge is a nationwide competition, where students set up mini enterprises
in order to raise money for charity. Our students sold products which they had made, this included
biscuits, marmalade, jewellery and a hair wrap service. The day was a great success.
Thank you to everyone who supported us.

Year 7 Science

I

n Science we have been learning about simple machines like
pulleys, inclined planes and levers. Simple machines give a
mechanical advantage, meaning less force is required to achieve
an activity. We use simple machines every day to make tasks
easier; one example would be changing our bike gears to ride
up the hill to school. The class has really enjoyed this topic as
we have completed many practical activities.
Back Front -

Blade Carter
Mark Drotsky and
Brandon Lee Goodridge

By Elijah Simkins

Congratulations
At the recent Southern Regional
Gymnastics Championships held in
Katanning, Jasmine and Ashlyn came
away with a swag of medals and
ribbons.
Well done Jasmine and Ashlyn.
Jasmine Ozanne (Year 7)
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Ashlyn Edmonds Year 7
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National Australia Bank Cup

T

his annual event brings District High Schools in
from across the district and serves as
important preparation for the District High Country
Week Carnival that takes places in the last week of
Term 3.

Nick Corner was selected in the
Western Australian Men‟s Country
Hockey Team, which contested
the Australian Country
Championships in Darwin. Nick
scored the winning goal in the
Bronze medal game.

Winning Teams NAB Cup
Narembeen Boys and Narrogin SHS Girls

Pippa Bairstow representing
Australia, in the School Girls
Team, that toured South Africa.

He was subsequently selected
into the Australian U21 Country
Team that will tour Fiji.

Pippa studies within the
school‟s Hockey Academy.

Nick studies with the school‟s
Hockey Academy.

NOTICES
Help your child to be a non-smoker
Set a good example by being a non-smoker. If you have found quitting difficult and are still a smoker, tell
your child how you feel about your smoking. You can get support to help you quit. Wheatbelt Quit
Smoking Program facilitators work across the Wheatbelt providing FREE support. Contact 9622 4320 to
get local support to help you quit.
Support non-smoking messages. Make your house and car smoke-free zones. Don‟t send your child to buy
smokes or get them to light cigarettes for anyone. If there are smokers in the house, keep smokes
where children cannot get them.
Discuss smoking with your child when you see others smoke. Talk about the dangers of smoking. Explain
the long-term risks but emphasise the immediate risks to their health and wellbeing (e.g. bad breath,
stained teeth and fingers, and less money in their pocket). Explaining the long-term risks may not
have much of an impact, as young people can find it difficult to imagine 20 or 30 years into the future.
For more information about smoking, go to http://makesmokinghistory.org.au/ and http://
www.smarterthansmoking.org.au/.

School Dental Van
th

From Monday 5 September, the Narrogin Dental Therapy Centre began seeing patients. Enrolment forms
have been given to primary school students previously not enrolled with the dental service in Narrogin.
Please ensure enrolment forms are completed and returned to the school.
Appointments will be made and sent home for all students on the waitlist. Please be patient as we are
aware there have not been any full time staff here for 2 years and everybody will be overdue to be
seen.
All children must be accompanied by a parent/carer for their first exam appointment. Parents are to get
their child from class and bring them to the centre for their allotted appointment time. Appointment
times will be sent to you, if the time is not suitable please ring to rearrange.
All students are eligible for the School Dental Service from Pre-Primary to the end of Year 11 (17yrs).
Dental Therapy Centre #: 0428 984 100
HIGH SCHOOL HIGHLIGHTS
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NOTICES

The flyer relates to a series of dance and music
intensive workshops to be held over the school
holidays – the first of which is free, and the
following 7 days of workshops will be at a cost
of $50 per participant. Bookings and enquiries
through to ARtS Narrogin on 9881 6987.

Sleep – tips for teenagers
The typical teenage brain wants to go to bed late and sleep in the next morning. This can be difficult to fit in
to a school routine. Teenagers need about 9 -10 hours of sleep a night. Lack of regular sleep can take a toll
on school work, sport and behaviour. The risk of emotional problems, such as depression, may also increase
in teenagers who do not get enough sleep.
These steps may assist your teenager to start getting some more sleep:
Choose a relaxing bedtime routine e.g. bath and a hot milky drink before bed.
Avoid loud music, homework, computer games, watching TV or other activities that gets the mind racing
an hour before bedtime.
Keep their bedroom dark at night. The brain‟s sleep–wake cycle is sensitive to light. In the morning,
being exposed to lots of light helps to wake up their brain.
Do the same bedtime routine every night for at least four weeks, which helps the brain associate this
routine with going to sleep.
Then try 10 minutes earlier every week, until they have reached the preferred bedtime.
Try to avoid staying up late on the weekends. Late nights will undo their hard work getting back into a
good sleeping routine.
Even getting an extra 30 minutes of sleep each night will make a difference. It may take six weeks of extra
sleep before they feel the benefits.
To get further advice contact your school‟s WACHS Wheatbelt Community Health Nurse or for more
information visit: http://raisingchildren.net.au/sleep/teen_sleep.html.
HIGH SCHOOL HIGHLIGHTS
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Narrogin Agricultural Show
ROTARY PARADE
SATURDAY 15TH OCTOBER 2016
ENTRY IS FREE!!
Saturday 15th October.
It's time to get working on your floats or walking groups for the
Narrogin Agricultural Show Parade.
Fill in the form below and return it by 7th October 2016.
2016 PARADE THEME: Decorated Wheel Barrows
Information - Parade Details (Keep this section and return the form below)
 Assembly area Inside Clayton Oval grounds near old main entrance (off Clayton Road)
Marshalling 11.00am Parade Start 11.15am.
 Floats will parade around the Oval.
 Please include email contact so we can update you.
 March off time 11.15am.
 Prizes Announced at 2pm
For enquiries: Parade only / entry forms available from Lane Buck & Higgins at narrogin@lbh.net.au or
contact Bronwen O’Sullivan 9881 1633
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Return this section to PO Box 182 Narrogin by 7th October 2016
Rotary Narrogin – Agricultural Show Parade
Group or Team name:..................................................................................................................................
ContactName:.............................………..Address:.............................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................................
Phone:........................................................Email:...........................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................
(Please supply email contact so we can email you any changes and your placement number)
Category of entry: (please circle)
Float/Vehicle/Walking
ENTRIES CLOSE 7th October 2016
Important: Please return forms by due date so we can finalize placement and commentary sheets.
Information
about
your
group
eg.
activities,
number
of
members,
etc.
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
Enquiries: Please contact narrogin@lbh.net.au or 9881 1633
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